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In wireless sensor networks (WSNs), the widely distributed sensors make the real-time processing of data face severe challenges, which prompts the use of edge computing. However, some problems that occur during the operation of sensors will cause unreliability of the collected data, which can result in inaccurate results of edge computing-based processing; thus, it is necessary to detect potential abnormal data (also known as outliers) in the sensor data to ensure their quality. Although the clustering-based outlier detection approaches can detect outliers from the static data, the feature of streaming sensor data requires the detection operation in a one-pass fashion; in addition, the clustering-based approaches also do not consider the time correlation among the streaming sensor data, which leads to its low detection accuracy. To solve these problems, we propose an efficient outlier detection approach based on neighbor difference and clustering, namely, ODNDC, which not only quickly and accurately detects outliers but also identifies the source of outliers in the streaming sensor data. Experiments on a synthetic dataset and a real dataset show that the proposed ODNDC approach achieves great performance in detecting outliers and identifying their sources, as well as the low time consumption.

1. Introduction

In recent years, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have been widely used in a variety of applications, such as object positioning [1], health management [2], industrial safety control [3], and social media [4–6]. WSNs usually consist of lots of low-cost sensor nodes distributed over a wide area, which leads to the data in WSNs being generated in the form of streams. That is, the data in WSNs are arriving instantly and continuously, and the generating speed of the data is very quick. The use of a large number of sensors makes the real-time processing of data face more severe challenges, while edge computing [7, 8] provides flexible and on-demand processing power to quickly process the data in WSNs. Nevertheless, the limitations in terms of memory, communication bandwidth, battery power, and computational capacity existing in sensor nodes cause the unreliability of collected data, which further results in the inaccurate results of edge computing-based processing. Therefore, it is necessary to perform some measures to guarantee the quality of collected data.

As an efficient technology to ensure accurate and reliable data for edge computing, outlier detection [9–11] (also known as anomaly detection [12, 13]) plays a critical role in data security; it detects those data in each edge of WSNs that deviate from the rest based on a certain measured approach of data pattern [14, 15], thereby providing high-quality data for edge computing. In addition, to detect abnormal data, outlier detection can also be used to discover some abnormal events [16]. Because of the importance of data security in all walks of life, massive outlier detection approaches have been proposed and used in many applications, such as intrusion detection [17, 18], health diagnosis [19], and social network detection [20, 21]. However, most outlier detection approaches require the collected data to be scanned several times, but the characteristics of streaming...
sensor data do not allow the multiple scans of data since the time, cost, and computational complexity are very high [22], which leads to these approaches not being effectively used in WSNs.

Compared with distance-based [10, 23], density-based [24], clustering-based [25, 26] outlier detection approaches, clustering-based approaches are often used in WSNs for the advantages of simple, efficient, low time complexity, and low space complexity. However, the clustering-based outlier detection approaches have some issues as follows: (1) easy to determine normal data as an outlier when the size of the sliding window is not suitable; (2) cannot effectively process high-dimensional data for the calculation of distance or density, as it is very time-consuming; (3) the detection accuracy is easily affected by noise or outliers. In addition to the above problems, clustering-based approaches usually consider the spatial correlation between data to determine the outliers but rarely consider the time correlation of the data, while the data in WSNs have a typical time correlation. Furthermore, the sources of outliers that occurred in WSNs could be caused by errors, events, or malicious attacks [27], and different types of outliers can result in different influences; therefore, accurately analyzing the sources of outliers can help to provide some hints about how to handle the detected outliers. For example, if the detected outlier is not an event, it should be removed from the streaming sensor data to ensure the high quality; otherwise, it could be caused by some unexpected reasons and must be paid attention to, such as fire [28]. Unfortunately, most existing clustering-based outlier detection approaches cannot effectively distinguish the sources of outliers [29, 30].

To solve the problems existing in clustering-based outlier detection approaches, with the use of w-k-means algorithm (which assigns different weights to each attribute according to the correlation between attributes to reduce the impact of irrelevant attributes on the clustering results and thus solving the problem of other k-means algorithms for their high false alarms caused by the irrelevant data), this paper proposes an efficient outlier detection approach based on neighbor difference and clustering, namely, ODNDC, to accurately detect the outliers and identify the source of outliers in the streaming sensor data collected from WSNs. The major contributions of this work are concluded as follows:

(1) With the use of neighbor difference, we propose an efficient outlier detection algorithm to accurately detect potential outliers with the consideration of time correlation of the data, and then use the w-k-means algorithm with the consideration of correlation between each attribute to reduce the impact of irrelevant attributes on the clustering results, thereby improving the detecting performance.

(2) With the consideration of spatial correlation, we propose an efficient outlier source identification algorithm to improve the identifying accuracy.

(3) Based on a synthetic dataset and a real dataset, we conduct extensive experiments to evaluate the efficiency of the ODNDC approach, and the experimental result verifies that the proposed ODNDC approach can accurately detect potential outliers from streaming sensor data and identify the sources of outliers as well as cost in a short time.

The remaining of this paper can be organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related works on outlier detection approaches for WSNs and clustering-based outlier detection approaches. Section 3 gives some definitions and presents the classification of outliers. Section 4 first describes the framework of the proposed approach, and then presents the details of the proposed approach. Section 5 demonstrates our experimental results. Finally, we conclude our paper with an outline of future work in Section 6.

2. Related Works

In this section, we first review the related outlier detection approaches for WSNs, and then review the clustering-based outlier detection approaches.

2.1. Outlier Detection Approaches for WSNs. The outlier detection is an essential and challenging task, which aims to identify the data instances that significantly differ from other observations, while outlier detection for WSNs is more difficult because data distribution may change accompanied with the environment. To accurately detect the outliers existing in WSNs, researchers proposed many efficient outlier detection approaches in recent years. Exploiting the time-series analysis, Zhang et al. [31] defined the normal behaviors based on the spatial and temporal correlations of the data, and then proposed an efficient temporal and spatial real data-based outlier detection technique (called TSOD) to identify the outliers in WSNs. However, the communication overhead and spatial consumption of TSOD are very high. Around the concept of edge computing, Bharti et al. [32] proposed an in-network contextual outlier detection on edge (called INCODE) to detect the contextual outliers and estimate the abnormal degree; the experimental result verified by the INCODE can accurately detect the outliers as well as minimize the WSNs resource consumption. Poornima and Paramasivan [33] first reduced the dimensionalities online with the principal component analysis to handle the irrelevant and redundant data, and then proposed an online locally weighted projection regression (called O LWPR) to identify the outliers in WSNs; however, the AUC of O LWPR is not ideal. By using the probabilistic inference to adapt the Bayesian networks distributed over wireless sensor nodes, De Paola et al. [34] proposed an adaptive distributed outlier detection approach (called ADOD) to detect outliers in the data collected in WSNs with a high detection accuracy. In addition to ADOD, the local outlier detection algorithm (called LODA) [35] was also based on the adaptive Bayesian network; it detected the potential outliers through time-series modeling on each sensor node locally without collaboration with neighbors. Although the detection efficiency of ADOD and LODA is obviously improved, their time complexity and communication complexity are still very high.
2.2. Clustering-Based Outlier Detection Approaches. In the clustering-based outlier detection approaches [36, 37], it is necessary to define and calculate the distance or similarity metric between two data instances; then, based on the metric, the data instances that are far away from their closest cluster centroid or where their density is below a threshold are declared as outliers. The k-means is one of the most well-known clustering-based algorithms; it has been widely used in outlier detection since its simplicity and efficiency. Elahi et al. [38] presented a strategy of outlier detection in streaming data: as a data instance is detected as abnormal at the first time, it would be declared as a candidate rather than an outlier; and once the times that a candidate outlier is declared abnormal exceeds a threshold in the fixed time, it would be declared as a real outlier; otherwise, it would be regarded as normal. Furthermore, as the dimension of data becomes higher, the space of data becomes sparser, which results in every point in high dimensional space becoming an almost equally good outlier. As a result, the definition of distance becomes meaningless and the clustering-based approaches will fail, known as “curse of dimensionality.” To reduce the number of attributes, many approaches have been proposed. One common way is to execute the feature extraction before clustering [39]; another way is to use weighted k-means algorithm to reduce the effect of irrelevant attributes and noisy attributes by weighting attributes based on their relevance [40]. Common clustering-based approaches use spatial relationship among data to detect outliers regardless of the temporal relationship among data. But, in reality, there are several typical temporal relationships among streaming sensor data. Therefore, it is necessary to detect outliers with the consideration of temporal relationships between the data collected from WSNs, thereby providing accurate and reliable data for edge computing.

Compared with these existing outlier detection approaches for WSNs and clustering-based outlier detection approaches, the proposed approach innovatively uses neighbor difference to detect candidate outliers before performing clustering operations to eliminate the influence of outliers on clustering efficiency, as well as solves the problem of clustering-based approaches not considering time correlation of data. In addition, it also uses spatial correlation of data generated by distributed adjacent sensor to effectively identify the source of outliers, thereby improving the identifying efficiency.

3. Preliminaries

In this section, we provide the necessary background and definitions.

3.1. Sources of Outliers. Outliers may be caused by measurement errors, system errors, or inherent characteristics of the data. Therefore, the handling measures for outliers from different sources are different. The sources of outliers in WSNs can be classified into errors, events, and malicious attacks [27]. Considering that there are fewer outliers caused by malicious attacks in WSNs, and this category of outliers is not concerned with data, our work mainly focuses on errors and events.

An error normally represents a large change in the reading of a sensor or a large deviation between the data and other surrounding data samples [41]. In WSNs, errors usually originate from unstable or inaccurate sensor readings caused by sensor noise, time drift, human error, etc., or originate from the frame loss or transient network transmission errors caused by weak communication signals. Because the handling of outliers caused by errors will not cause the loss of important information, these outliers can be discarded directly.

An event normally originates from the sudden changes in real-world conditions [41]—rainfall, fire, etc. The sources of events in WSNs can be further divided into internal events or external events. Internal events are usually caused by battery exhaustion, sensor failure, communication interruption, etc., while external events are usually caused by forest fires, air pollution, or environmental changes. The outliers caused by events should be paid sufficient attention, and simply discarding of these outliers may lead to the loss of important information.

In general, the outliers caused by errors appear more frequently than that caused by events, and the probability of outliers caused by errors is more frequent.

3.2. Classification of Outliers. The classification of outliers is very important for the identification of outliers because the sources of outliers are usually caused by different types of outliers. In general, after the outliers are detected by the detection algorithm, domain experts need to analyze and explain the cause and source of outliers, and then the user finally determines whether the suspicious data is a real outlier, while outlier detection algorithm only presents suspicious data to the user from the perspective of data distribution. According to literature [41], outliers can be classified into point outliers, contextual outliers, and collective outliers, but this classification cannot accurately distinguish the sources of outliers in WSNs. To improve the identification accuracy, we assume that the phenomena in real world represented by sensor data is continuous and with a sort of regularity. With this assumption and the characteristics of sensor data, we classify the outliers of sensor data in WSNs into following four types rather than three types.

3.2.1. Point Outliers. If an individual data instance is diverged from normal pattern of the sensor data, it is termed as a point outlier (e.g., $t_1$ in Figure 1). Point outliers are the simplest type of outliers, and the detection of point outliers is the base of other outlier detections. In general, point outliers are usually caused by errors.

3.2.2. Collective Outliers. If a group of linked data instances are different from entire patterns in the dataset, these data instances are termed as collective outliers (e.g., $t_2$ in Figure 1).
3.2.3. Jump Outliers. If a data instance has much difference from its previous data at a specific moment and the subsequent data instances vary within a small range, these data instances are termed as jump outliers (e.g., $t_3$ in Figure 1).

The way of distinguishing collective outliers and jump outliers can be performed by determining whether the number of data samples after the jump exceeds a preset threshold. In other words, the collective outliers mean that the sensor data will revert to the previous mode after a short period when the outliers appear, while the jump outliers mean that the data will reconstruct a new distribution after the appearance of the outlier and no longer return to the previous distribution mode. The causes of collective outliers and jump outliers are different. In general, the collective outliers may come from multiple continuous measurement errors of the sensor or an occasional short-term event, and the jump outliers usually come from an event rather than an error.

3.2.4. Contextual Outliers. Unlike the above three types of outliers, there is no obvious difference between contextual outliers and normal data. In general, contextual outliers are abnormal data in a specific context, which are also termed as conditional outliers.

4. Proposed Approach

Based on the above definitions and the sources of outliers, we proposed an efficient outlier detection approach based on neighbor difference and clustering, namely ODNDC, which can accurately detect the outliers and identify the sources of outliers. Overall, the primary features of ODNDC can be concluded as follows: (1) can detect outliers in an unsupervised way, (2) can detect outliers through one scan of the collected streaming sensor data, (3) can handle concept evolution, (4) has low time complexity, and (5) can identify the source of outliers. And then, the proposed ODNDC approach is described in detail.

4.1. The Framework of ODNDC Approach. In order to realize the detection and identification of outliers, drawing on the idea of CluStream algorithm [42], we divide the framework of ODNDC approach into online detection phase and offline identification phase, and the specific framework of ODNDC approach is shown in Figure 2. The online detection phase aims to realize the real-time detection of outliers in the streaming sensor data, which requires the algorithm to have a faster running speed to catch up with the generating of streaming sensor data. The offline phase aims to identify the source of outliers detected at the online detection phase. Since the amounts of outliers are much smaller than that of normal data, it is not necessary to consider more the time consumption in offline identification phase.

The ODNDC approach contains three algorithms, including outlier detection based on neighbor difference (ODND), outlier detection based on clustering (ODC), and outlier sources identification based on correlation (OSIC). The ODND algorithm and ODC algorithm belong to online detection phase and they are used to detect the potential outliers from the streaming sensor data; these two algorithms use neighbor difference to each streaming sensor data on the base of the clustering algorithm to solve the problem of traditional clustering-based outlier detection approach that does not consider the time correlation of the data. The OSIC algorithm belongs to offline identification phase, and it is used to identify the sources of outliers.

4.2. ODND Algorithm. The clustering-based outlier detection approaches are very sensitive to noise and outliers, which results in their detection accuracy not being stable when processing streaming sensor data. In order to eliminate the influence caused by noise and outliers, with the consideration of time correlation in the streaming sensor data, we propose an outlier detection algorithm based on the neighbor difference, namely ODND; it detects the outliers before performing clustering-based outlier detection algorithm. The proposed ODND algorithm not only solves the problem of the clustering-based outlier detection algorithm not considering the time correlation but also eliminates the point outliers, thereby improving the performance of subsequent ODC algorithm.

In the ODNDC approach, the neighbor difference between two adjacent data instances in the streaming sensor data is calculated, and the neighbor difference of sensor data (shown in in Figure 1) is the lower curve in Figure 3. It can be seen from Figure 3 that once outliers appear, the neighbor difference values will have significant changes, and different types of outliers have their own specific features, that is, with
When a point outlier is appearing ($t_1$ in Figure 3), the neighbor difference value has consecutive significant changes with opposite signs. When a collective outlier appears (the interval of $t_2$ in Figure 3), there are several small differences in the adjacent difference value with obvious opposite signs, and the number of these small differences is equal to the number of collective outliers according to its definition. Different from collective outliers, when the number of small differences exceeds a given threshold, the outliers are jump outliers ($t_3$ in Figure 3). Note that the set of threshold can directly influence the final result of the ODND algorithm. In the WSNs, the sensor data meet the normal distribution in general, so the outliers are mostly distributed in the areas outside 3-standard deviation (marked as $3\delta$) of average value (marked as $\mu$); therefore, we adopt $3\delta$-principle [43] in the setting of the threshold, where the threshold is set to $(\mu - 3\delta \leq \text{threshold} \leq \mu + 3\delta)$ of the collected streaming data.

According to the above analysis, the ODND algorithm can use the change of neighbor difference to distinguish point outliers, collective outliers, and jump outliers, but it cannot distinguish contextual points (the contextual points will be detected by ODC algorithm). To reduce the false alarms, the detected collective outliers and jump outliers will be regarded as candidate outliers rather than true outliers, and these two types of outliers will be determined as true outliers when they are also declared as outliers in the ODC algorithm.

Before presenting the specifics of the ODND algorithm, we give some definitions of variables:

(i) $\text{curDiff}$: the difference between current sensor data and previous one

(ii) $\text{abDiff}$: the abnormal difference detected for the first time

(iii) count: a counter used to distinguish collective outliers and jump outliers

(iv) isAbnormal: a flag representing whether the data are being marked as outliers

The specific operation of the proposed ODND algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.

Furthermore, we use different processing ways for different types of outliers to keep the original distribution of data as much as possible. Normally, the point outliers will be regarded as true outliers and each point’s value will be replaced by mean value of its adjacent points. In contrast, the values of other types of outliers will not be modified in the ODND algorithm.

4.3. ODC Algorithm. The proposed ODND algorithm has the advantages of being simple, effective, and fast, and it can improve the performance of the ODC algorithm. However, it only can be used for detecting potential outliers from single streaming sensor data and cannot
detect contextual outliers. To effectively detect the outliers in multiple streaming sensor data and detect contextual outliers, an outlier detection algorithm based on clustering, namely ODC, is added after ODND algorithm. In the WSNs, there is no obvious correlation between most streaming sensor data. However, the existence of irrelevant data interferes and conceals the true clustering structure of k-means algorithm, which reduces the efficiency of outlier detection and leads to high false alarms. Different from k-means clustering algorithm, w-k-means algorithm [40] assigns different weights to each attribute according to the correlation between attributes, which can reduce the impact of irrelevant attributes on the clustering results and thus improving the detection performance. Therefore, the w-k-means algorithm is used in ODC algorithm to improve the detection efficiency to a greater extent.

The proposed ODC algorithm contains three blocks, including updating block, clustering block, and outlier detection block. (1) In the update block, k samples are randomly selected as initial cluster center firstly and each object in the data block is assigned to the nearest cluster. And then, the objects in small clusters are regarded as candidate outliers. In order to avoid the influence of outliers on the clustering effect, candidate outliers are not used but the remaining objects are used to calculate the cluster centers and weights. This processing can effectively solve the evolution problem of streaming sensor data. (2) In the clustering block, the w-k-means algorithm [40] is adopted, which reduces the influence of noise attributes on the clustering performance by calculating and assigning a weight to each attribute. (3) In the outlier detection block, the outlier score of objects that are identified as candidate outliers for the first time is set to 1, and then enter to the next

\begin{algorithm}
\textbf{Input}: streaming sensor data, threshold
\textbf{Output}: outliers and their types
(01) calculate the curDiff
(02) if isAbnormal = true then
(03) count = count + 1
(04) end if
(05) if curDiff outside threshold then
(06) if isAbnormal = true then
(07) if curAbnormal and abDiff has opposite sign then
(08) if count = 1 then
(09) current data are labeled as true point outlier
(10) else
(11) if count in threshold then
(12) all data between current data and the data corresponding to abDiff are labeled as candidate collective outliers
(13) else if count outside threshold then
(14) the data corresponding to abDiff is labeled as a candidate jump outlier
(15) end if
(16) end if
(17) reset the temporary variables
(18) end if
(19) else
(20) if count in threshold then
(21) label the data corresponding to abDiff as a true jump outlier
(22) reset the temporary variables
(23) end if
(24) end if
(25) end if
\end{algorithm}

\begin{algorithm}
\textbf{Input}: the data labeled by ODND
\textbf{Output}: outliers and their types
(01) use a sliding window model to receive data from all sensors
(02) for each point outlier detected by ODND do
(03) replace them by their mean values calculated with adjacent data instances
(04) end for
(05) detect outliers using w-k-means algorithm
(06) Reassign the labels of all outliers detected by ODND and w-k-means algorithm
\end{algorithm}
cycle to determine whether this candidate outlier would be detected as an outlier. If the candidate outlier is detected as an outlier again, the outlier score is updated. Within the set period, when the outlier score of a candidate outlier is equal to $L$, it will be regarded as a true outlier; otherwise, it will be regarded as a normal sample.

The specific operation of the proposed ODC algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2.

The difference between ODC and ODND algorithms is that ODND uses time correlation between the historical data to realize outlier detection of single streaming sensor data, which runs fast but does not consider the spatial correlation between multiple sensors. The ODC algorithm is based on a w-k-means clustering algorithm and uses the spatial correlation between multiple sensors to realize outlier detection. The difference between ODC algorithm and w-k-means clustering algorithm is that ODC algorithm not only needs to detect outliers based on w-k-means clustering algorithm but also needs to jointly determine the outliers detected in the ODND algorithm.

The rules for re-identification of outliers are as follows:

1. The point outlier detected in the ODND algorithm usually means that the point is different from isolated data points around it. It is usually caused by operating errors or instant errors of sensor, thus, the point outlier marked by the ODND algorithm is still maintained in the ODC algorithm, and the point outlier is processed before the ODC algorithm, while the processing method is usually to take the average or median value of adjacent data.

2. The collective outlier detected in the ODND algorithm may be caused by the sensor error or physical quantities in the objective world in which appear short-term temporary changes, and it is unable to determine the cause of this type of outliers on a single sensor. In order to reduce the false alarms, the collective outliers need to be cleverly detected by the ODND algorithm combined with other sensor variables. Therefore, if most of the data in the ODND algorithm marked as continuous collective outliers are still marked as outliers in the ODC algorithm, then, these collective outliers are determined as true outlier; otherwise, they are considered as normal data.

3. The data that are detected as outliers by the ODC algorithm but detected as normal data by the ODND algorithm usually mean that the data on a single sensor is not significantly different, but in the data appear changes when the data of other sensors is considered comprehensively. Therefore, this type of outliers is determined as contextual outliers in the ODC algorithm.

4. The jump outlier detected in the ODND algorithm usually means the data generated by a certain sensor have a sudden change as well as other sensors. If the candidate jump outliers detected in the ODND algorithm are not regarded as outliers in the ODC algorithm, the candidate outliers are marked as jump outliers; otherwise, they will be marked as collective outliers.

4.4. OSIC Algorithm. In the ODNDC approach, the sources of detected outliers will be identified offline using an outlier sources identification algorithm based on correlation, namely OSIC.

In the WSNs, multiple types of sensor nodes are usually deployed at a high density in a certain space to achieve the coverage. Due to high-density distribution of sensor nodes, the environment perceived by sensor nodes deployed in adjacent locations of the space is also similar, which results in the data having a certain spatial correlation. Therefore, the recognition of events can be effectively realized with the use of mutual cooperation of spatially correlated sensor nodes, where the rules for identifying the sources of outliers are defined as follows:

1. The source of point outliers is usually marked as an error. Because the point outlier is a data point isolated from other surrounding samples, and it is deviating much from data samples surrounding it, the point outlier is usually caused by operating errors or sensor noise.

2. The source of jump outliers is usually marked as an event. The occurrence of a jump outlier usually means that the physical quantity of the objective world appears as a real change, and it also may be caused by a long-term failure of sensors. These two situations require user's attention. The former requires the user to use other domain knowledge to further determine what is happening at the monitoring site, and the latter requires the user to further determine whether the sensor needs maintenance. The long-term sensor failure is regarded as an event in the OSIC algorithm. On the contrary, the short-term sensor failure can be quickly recovered by itself and usually without special treatment, as it is regarded as an error in OSIC algorithm.

3. The source of collective outlier may be an error or an event, which requires further judgment. In the WSNs, sensors usually adopt a redundant design to adapt complex environment and improve its stability and reliability, that is, the measurement of the same physical quantity in the same area usually uses multiple sensors with the same type. Because the occurrences of collective outliers can be caused by either errors or events, it is necessary to identify them by significant correlations among sensors variables. There are two categories of significant correlations [44]: (1) One is the spatial neighbor sensors with the same type. For example, the temperature variable of adjacent sensors is usually very similar. If the streaming data of one sensor changes and is quite different from other sensors, this sensor may have functional failures, and it should be marked as an error. If the error remains longer than a given time, then it should be marked as an event. In this manner, the sensor with long-time error should be maintained, while the sensor with short-time error will recover soon automatically. If all streaming data of
temperature variables of adjacent sensors change a lot, an event may occur. (2) The other category of significant correlate sensor variables is several spatial neighbor sensors with different types. For example, the readings of several temperature sensors and several humidity sensors within a certain geographical space have a good correlation. When the temperature in the real world rises, the humidity usually falls correspondingly, and vice versa. Compared with the second category of correlation, the first correlation is easier to judge the cause of outliers. Therefore, in the OSC algorithm, the first selection for identifying the source of outliers is the first category of correlation.

The criterion for distinguishing the source of outliers is the correlation coefficient of sensor variables. In the ODNDC approach, if the value of correlation coefficient exceeds a threshold of \( th_1 \), it means that all sensors belong to neighbor nodes with the same type; then, a majority voting method is adopted to identify the sources of outliers. If the absolute value of correlation coefficient exceeds a threshold of \( th_2 \), we use a predictive algorithm to predict the mean and the variance of normal data. If a data instance exceeds the range, it will be declared as an error; otherwise, it will be declared as a suspected event, which means that an event may have occurred. In the OSC algorithm, a support vector regression algorithm with 10-folder cross validation is used to predict the mean and variance.

Note that the choice of thresholds \( th_1 \) and \( th_2 \) can be done in two ways. One way is to manually set the fix values of \( th_1 \) and \( th_2 \), which are based on experts’ advice and the implementation of sensors in real life. The advantage of this method is very simple and effective, while the disadvantage is that the accuracy is quite sensitive to preset values. For example, if the thresholds of \( th_1 \) and \( th_2 \) have been set improperly, the result of this algorithm is inaccurate. Another way is to choose the correlation value of sensors that are in top rank as \( th_1 \) and \( th_2 \) to automatically determine them. However, the second method is inapplicable if the number of correlation sensors is very less. Therefore, the thresholds of \( th_1 \) and \( th_2 \) should be chosen based on the actual situation of the sensor deployment.

The design of the OSIC algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3.

5. Experimental Results

In the experiments, we use two datasets to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed ODNDC approach.

5.1. The Description of Datasets. The first dataset is a synthetic dataset, as shown in Figure 1. The second dataset is a real dataset that is collected at intervals of 1 minute during the period from November 1 to November 30 in 2020 at an experimental jujube yard; we only selected 43154 data instances (shown in Figure 4) in the collected data. The sensor variables in the second dataset include temperature, humidity, and atmospheric pressure, and the specific information of outliers marked by the experts is shown in Table 1.

5.2. Experimental Results. Firstly, we use the synthetic dataset to test the proposed ODNDC approach. The results in Figure 5 show that the point outlier, collective outlier, and jump outlier are correctly detected, where the source of point outlier is labeled as an error, and the source of jump outlier is labeled as an event. Because the dataset only has temperature variable, there are no relative variables that can be used to further distinguish the source of collective variables; thus, the source of collective outlier is labeled as unknown.

And then, we use the real dataset to test the ODNDC approach, and the experimental results are shown in Figure 6, where the specific detection accuracy of the ODNDC approach is listed in Table 2.

It can be seen from Figure 6 that through the use of our proposed ODNDC approach, there are 5 point outliers, 284 collective outliers, 7 jump outliers, and 27 contextual outliers that can be detected in the temperature variable of the sensor data; 15 point outliers, 240 collective outliers, 14 jump outliers, and 27 contextual outliers can be detected in the humidity variable of the sensor data; and 146 collective outliers, 2 jump outliers, and 27 contextual outliers can be detected in the atmospheric pressure variable of the sensor data. We can see from Table 2 that the detection accuracy of the proposed ODNDC approach is relatively high, and it also can accurately distinguish different types of outliers with the use of neighbor difference, w-k-means algorithm, and re-identification rules.

To further evaluate the proposed ODNDC approach, we use four outlier detection approaches, including LOAD [35], ROCF [37], CORM [38], and Heuristic algorithm [44], to test the detection efficiency, where the real dataset collected at the experimental jujube yard is used in the experiment, and the experimental result is shown in Table 3.

It can be seen from Table 3 that the detection accuracy of the proposed ODNDC approach is the highest, while the detection accuracy of the CORM is the lowest. In these five compared approaches, the proposed ODNDC and compared Heuristic can identify the sources of outliers, and the identifying accuracy of the ODNDC is higher than that of the Heuristic. The reason for the high detection accuracy of the ODNDC approach is that it first uses neighbor difference to detect candidate outliers to reduce the influence of outliers on clustering results, and then uses spatial correlation and re-identification rules to detect different types of outliers. In contrast, the LOAD, ROCF, and CORM approaches can only determine whether the data instances are outlier but cannot effectively identify the sources of outliers.

And then, the identification of the sources of outliers by the ODNDC approach on the temperature of the collected real dataset in two time windows (on November 23 and November 26) is conducted in the experiment, and the experimental result is shown in Figure 7, where the blue line represents the data collected by sensors.
Input: the streaming sensors data after outlier detection
Output: outliers and their sources

1. if there is no outlier in current window then
2. exit
3. else
4. if the data instance is detected as point outlier then
5. label its source as error
6. end if
7. if the data instance is detected as jump outlier then
8. label its source as event
9. end if
10. if the data instance is detected as collective outlier or contextual outlier then
11. calculate the correlation coefficient
12. if correlation coefficient > \( \theta_1 \) then
13. if more than half of attributes are labeled as outliers then
14. label its source as event
15. else
16. label its source as error
17. end if
18. else if \(|\text{correlation coefficient}| > \theta_2 \) then
19. read these correlative variables of data instances
20. predict the mean and variance of normal values with 10-folder cross validation
21. if the outlier is out of the predicted range then
22. label its source as error
23. else
24. label its source as suspected event
25. end if
26. end if
27. else
28. label the source of collective outliers as unknown
29. label the source of contextual outliers as normal
30. end if
31. end if

Algorithm 3: Outlier sources identification based on correlation (OSIC).

Figure 4: Continued.
It can be seen from Figure 7 that with the use of our proposed ODNDC approach, the sources of outliers, including error and event, are effectively identified. In addition, the contexture outliers can be identified as "suspected event" by our proposed ODNDC approach, which can prevent the identification error. The experimental result verifies that the use of correlation coefficient of sensor variables is beneficial for identifying the sources of outliers, and the designed identifying rule also improves the identifying efficiency.

Because the OSIC algorithm runs in the off-line mode, and the number of outliers is far less than that of normal instances, it has little effect on the time complexity of the ODNDC approach. To evaluate this aspect, we test the running time of the ODNDC with the familiar w-k-means algorithm, the LODA, ROCF, CPRM, and Heuristic approaches on the real dataset, and the experimental results are shown in Figure 8.

It can be seen from Figure 8 that in the six approaches, the time cost of the LODA is the longest, and the time cost of the ROCF is the second longest, while the time cost of the w-k-means algorithm is the shortest. For the proposed ODNDC approach, its time cost is slightly longer than that of the w-k-means algorithm. This is because the ODNDC approach needs to calculate the neighbor difference before performing clustering operation to reduce the influence of outliers on clustering results. Compared with other four outlier detection approaches, the time cost of the ODNDC is much shorter; it indicates that

![Figure 4: The data collected at intervals of 1 minute during November 2020 at an experimental jujube yard. (a) Temperature, (b) humidity, (c) atmospheric pressure.](image)

![Figure 5: The result of outlier detection for the synthetic dataset.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: The specific information of contained outliers.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number Variables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point outliers 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collective outliers 303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jump outliers 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contextual outliers 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humidity 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atmospheric pressure 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point Outlier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collective Outlier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jump Outlier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timestamp     Error Unknown Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 5 10 15 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 20 15 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timestamp     Error Unknown Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 5 10 15 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 20 15 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 6: The results of outlier detection by ODNDC approach. (a) Temperature, (b) humidity, (c) atmospheric pressure.

Table 2: The detection accuracy of the ODNDC approach.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types</th>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Temperature (%)</th>
<th>Humidity (%)</th>
<th>Atmospheric pressure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Point outliers</td>
<td></td>
<td>83.3</td>
<td>93.8</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collective outliers</td>
<td></td>
<td>93.7</td>
<td>94.9</td>
<td>94.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jump outliers</td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>93.3</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contextual outliers</td>
<td></td>
<td>96.4</td>
<td>93.1</td>
<td>93.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: The comparisons of detection accuracy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types</th>
<th>ODNDC (%)</th>
<th>LODA</th>
<th>ROCF</th>
<th>CORM</th>
<th>Heuristic (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Point outliers</td>
<td>90.9</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>86.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collective outliers</td>
<td>94.4</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>92.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jump outliers</td>
<td>95.8</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>87.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contextual outliers</td>
<td>94.2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>90.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>94.3</td>
<td>93.6%</td>
<td>92.8%</td>
<td>89.5%</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the time efficiency of the ODNDC approach is very competitive. Compared with the w-k-means algorithm, although the time cost is slightly longer, the proposed ODNDC approach can accurately detect the outliers and distinguish the sources of outliers; thus, we can ignore the small amount of extra time consumption. The experimental result verifies whether the ODNDC is a time-efficient approach, which can apply to outlier detection for streaming sensor data.

### 6. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a new approach of the ODNDC, which can detect the outliers in streaming sensor data and identify the sources of outliers based on the analysis of the data pattern. The ODNDC approach is composed of ODND, ODC, and OSIC, where the outliers are detected and labeled by the ODND algorithm and ODC algorithm, and the sources of outliers are identified by the OSIC algorithm. In addition, the ODND algorithm also focuses on the temporal relationship of each streaming sensor data, and the ODC algorithm focuses on spatial relationship of all streaming sensor data, which solves the issue of the common clustering-based outlier detection algorithms neglecting temporal relationship of streaming sensor data. The experimental results show that the proposed ODNDC approach can accurately detect potential outliers from the collected data from WSNs, as well as with high time efficiency. Therefore, the proposed ODNDC approach can be effectively used in outlier detection in the environment of WSNs, thereby providing an accurate and reliable data for edge computing.
Although the use of the w-k-means algorithm can reduce the impact of irrelevant attributes on the clustering results, its clustering results depend on the initial cluster centers and the initial weights. In the future, we would like to use the coefficient of variation or entropy to select suitable initial weights to further improve the clustering efficiency; in addition, we also would like to study the patterns of abnormal sensors in specific domain and try to use the approach in early warning for sensors.
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